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Abstract

Background To determine realism and training capacity

of HystSim, a new virtual-reality simulator for the training

of hysteroscopic interventions.

Methods Sixty-two gynaecological surgeons with various

levels of expertise were interviewed at the 13th Practical

Course in Gynaecologic Endoscopy in Davos, Switzerland.

All participants received a 20-min hands-on training on the

simulator and filled out a four-page questionnaire. Twenty-

three questions with respect to the realism of the simulation

and the training capacity were answered on a seven-point

Likert scale along with 11 agree–disagree statements con-

cerning the HystSim training in general.

Results Twenty-six participants had performed more than

50 hysteroscopies (‘‘experts’’) and 36 equal to or fewer

than 50 (‘‘novices’’). Four of 60 (6.6%) responding par-

ticipants judged the overall impression as ‘‘7 – absolutely

realistic’’, 40 (66.6%) as ‘‘6 – realistic’’, and 16 (26.6%) as

‘‘5 – somewhat realistic’’. Novices (6.48; 95% confidence

interval [CI] 6.28–6.7) rated the overall training capacity

significantly higher than experts (6.08; 95% CI 5.85–6.3),

however, high-grade acceptance was found in both groups.

In response to the statements, 95.2% believe that HystSim

allows procedural training of diagnostic and therapeutic

hysteroscopy, and 85.5% suggest that HystSim training

should be offered to all novices before performing surgery

on real patients.

Conclusion Face validity has been established for a new

hysteroscopic surgery simulator. Potential trainees and

trainers assess it to be a realistic and useful tool for the

training of hysteroscopy. Further systematic validation

studies are needed to clarify how this system can be opti-

mally integrated into the gynaecological curriculum.
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Virtual reality (VR)-based surgical training systems [1]

have been reported to perform at least equally well as

traditional training and assessment methods such as direct

observation, animal models, videotapes, and procedure

logs in terms of reliability and validity [2]. During the last

10 years, a number of commercially available VR-based

surgical simulators for laparoscopy have been developed

and evaluated [3]. The European Association of Endo-

scopic Surgeons (EAES) actively promotes the acceptance

of VR simulators by accrediting training courses [4] and

providing guidelines for the validation of VR-based train-

ing systems [5]. In the USA, organizations such as the

Society for Simulation in Healthcare (SSIH) or Advanced

Initiatives in Medical Simulation (AIMS) help to push

public awareness of surgical simulation.

In contrast to laparoscopy, the teaching of hysteroscopic

interventions has received only little attention, with work

focusing mainly on the development of physical models

and box simulators [6]. Nevertheless, a team from the

University of Washington has put its focus on teaching in

obstetrics and gynaecology by proposing a new curriculum

for hysteroscopy [7, 8]. Therein, each resident is given the

opportunity to practise the resection of a large polyp on an

inanimate model. Work on PC-based surgical simulation
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for hysteroscopy was initiated in 1998 by the NASA/

Stanford National Biocomputation Center and the Stanford

University Medical Media and Information Technologies

(SUMMIT) group, resulting in the only hysteroscopy sys-

tem commercially available to date: the AccuTouch system

(Immersion Medical, Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA).

The HystSim (Hysteroscopic Surgery Simulator System,

http://www.hystsim.ethz.ch) project was initiated in 2001 by

the National Center of Competence in Research Co-Me

(Computer Aided and Image Guided Medical Interventions,

http://www.co-me.ch) of the Swiss National Science Foun-

dation in order to build the most realistic simulator possible for

hysteroscopic interventions by today’s VR technology. For

the successful integration of the developed simulation system

into the training curriculum, its validity has to be proven

through rigorous evaluation. Even if a widely accepted eval-

uation cascade has not been established yet, usually face

validity, defined as ‘‘the extent to which the examination

resembles real life situations’’ [2], provides the first and fun-

damental step in simulator validation [9–12]. Thereon,

construct validity, defined as ‘‘a set of procedures for evalu-

ating a testing instrument based on the degree to which the test

items identify the quality, ability and trait it was designed to

measure’’ [13], has to be investigated. Typically, it is estab-

lished by comparing the performance on the virtual-reality

simulator for groups of surgeons with different degrees of

experience. The last and most significant step of the validation

cascade is predictive validity, defined as ‘‘the extent to which

the scores on a test are predictive of actual performance’’ [13].

However, predictive validity has only been established for a

small number of surgical simulators [14–16], mainly because

of the high expense and complexity of the involved virtual

reality to operation room (VR to OR) study.

As a first step towards the establishment of the role of

the device in the gynaecological curriculum the question of

to what extent the simulation is realistic and whether

novice and expert surgeons consider it useful for training

has to be answered. Thus, this study evaluates the face

validity of the HystSim system. Obviously, both expert and

novice clinicians must accept the simulation as a realistic

and useful training aid. Expert clinicians are often teaching

hysteroscopic interventions and rely on a realistic simula-

tion in order to expose the novice surgeon to a wide range

of situations, while novices need to be willing to work with

the system. It is therefore important to know the overall

acceptance as well as finding out whether novice and

expert surgeons perceive the simulation differently.

Material and methods

In this study we investigate the acceptance of the HystSim

training simulator based on the responses of potential

trainers and trainees. The concept of comparing expert and

novice face validity as a first step in simulator validation

has been implemented by various other validation studies

in endoscopy [10, 17] and laparoscopic surgery simulation

[11, 12]. Questionnaires were used to judge realism and

training capacity on five-, seven- or ten-point Likert scale

with the aid of agree–disagree statements. For an optimal

tradeoff between differentiation and observability, we

decided to use a seven-point Likert scale as proposed in

[17]. Formal exemption of the institutional review board

had been obtained so approval for the study was not

required.

Subjects

Sixty-two gynaecological surgeons with various levels of

expertise and no prior exposure to the HystSim system

were interviewed at the 13th Annual Practical Course in

Gynaecologic Endoscopy in Davos, Switzerland, March 1–

4, 2007, organized by Gynécologie Suisse (Swiss Society

of Obstetrics and Gynaecology). In accordance with the

logbook of the Swiss Medical Society FMH (Foederatio

Medicorum Helveticorum) to complete specialization in

OB/GYN, participants having performed more than 50

hysteroscopies were defined as ‘‘experts’’, while those

having performed equal to or fewer than 50 interventions

were defined as ‘‘novices’’. All participants received a 20-

min hands-on training on the simulator including two dif-

ferent diagnostic interventions, rollerball ablation, and

myomectomy. Before answering the questionnaire, an

informed consent form was signed, stating that the data

gained from the questionnaire may be used for scientific

and/or teaching purposes.

Questionnaire

The questionnaire consisted of a four-page survey divided

into the categories personal settings, realism, training, and

statements. For the demographic questions, the basic items

concerning age, gender, dexterity, and prior experience

were extended with questions on prior experience with

surgical simulators in general and previously attended skills

training courses or other educational programs. Fourteen

questions with respect to the realism of the simulation were

answered on a seven-point Likert scale: ‘‘1 – absolutely not

realistic’’, ‘‘2 – not realistic’’, ‘‘3 – somewhat not realistic’’,

‘‘4 – undecided’’, ‘‘5 – somewhat realistic’’, ‘‘6 – realistic’’,

and ‘‘7 – absolutely realistic’’. Nine questions concerning

the training usefulness of the simulation were rated on a

seven-point Likert scale ranging from ‘‘1 – strongly dis-

agree’’ to ‘‘7 – strongly agree’’ with similar intermediate

steps. In addition, participants answered 11 agree–disagree

statements concerning training with the simulator.
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Apparatus

The HystSim virtual-reality system consist of four major

components: a covered mannequin pelvis, an adapted

resectoscope, computing hardware, and simulation soft-

ware. It allows procedural training of diagnostic and

therapeutic interventions. The haptic interface is inte-

grated into the mannequin’s pelvis and offers all degrees

of freedom needed, notably spherical displacement

around the virtual cervix as well as translation along and

rotation around the tool axis [18]. The adapted resecto-

scope includes the valves for controlling in- and outflow

of the virtual distension fluid, tracks the displacement of

the operative electrode, and provides camera rotation and

adjustment of focus. Thus, all typical manipulations of

the original tool can be performed in the immersive

setup. Figure 1 shows the HystSim setup used in this

study.

Software and hardware

Different patient cases with varying pathologies have

been defined in order to replicate the day-to-day work-

load of a surgeon [19, 20]. Triggered by the insertion of

the resectoscope, the visual display of the virtual scene

starts automatically with a view obtained after passing

the cervix. Figure 2 displays screenshots of different

running training scenes. The simulation software runs on

standard personal computer (PC) hardware (dual 3.0 GHz

Pentium processor, 2 GB RAM, NVIDIA 8800 Graphics

Card).

Performance measurements

Validated performance assessment on surgery simulators

requires objective measures [21]. Therefore, we imple-

mented metrics for diagnostic hysteroscopy including the

quantification of the properly visualized surface as well as

the quality of the endoscopic view, the safe handling of the

hysteroscope, and the amount of virtual distension media

used [22]. The movements of the hysteroscope are tracked,

safety- and economy-related parameters of the gestures are

computed, and all collisions between the instrument and

Fig. 1 Hysteroscopic surgery simulation setup for hands-on training.

An adapted resectoscope is used to control the virtual-reality

simulation and allows the procedural training of interventions such

as hysteroscopic myomectomy

Fig. 2 Selected screenshots

from sample diagnostic (1–2)

and therapeutic (3–6)

hysteroscopic interventions.

Training scenarios 1 and 2

(diagnostics), 5 (myomectomy),

and 6 (rollerball ablation) were

chosen for the study
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the tissue are registered. The virtual fluid consumption is

determined in real time by simulating the effects of leakage

at the cervix, loss at the continuous flow sheath interface,

outflow suction, transtubal loss, and intravasation. Finally,

structured feedback is given by displaying selected criteria

as postprocedure report of the intervention (Fig. 3) to

stimulate improvement between repeated trials.

Statistics

A prior sample size calculation for the null hypothesis (expert

opinion is equal to novice opinion) with acceptable signifi-

cance (type I error, alpha = 0.05) and acceptable type II

error (beta = 0.20, power = 0.8), relying on an estimate of

standard deviation taken from similar studies [11, 12]

(sigma = 1.0) and targeting minimum absolute difference

between mean values to detect (D = 1.0), found a required

sample size of 16 for both groups (two-sided, independent).

Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences SPSS version 14.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago

IL, USA). For the questions about simulator realism and

training capacity, the novice and the expert group were

compared using the Mann–Whitney U-test to check for the

significance of the differences. Fisher’s exact test (two-sided)

was used to compare outcomes for the groups on the responses

‘‘agree’’ versus ‘‘disagree’’ for the statements section.

A P-value of less than 0.05 was considered as significant.

Results

Demographics

Classification of the participants resulted in 26 (42%)

expert surgeons and 36 (58%) novices (Fig. 4). While all

participants filled out the questionnaire, not all individual

Fig. 3 Left: objective surgical

performance assessment in the

form of an automatically

generated intervention report

with various performance

metrics. Upper right: uterine

surface patches not visualized

are marked in red. Lower right:

complete video recording of a

trial, which may be used for

stepwise procedure analysis

Fig. 4 Participants divided by function in institution and number of

hysteroscopies performed. ‘‘Experts’’ were defined as having per-

formed more than 50, ‘‘Novices’’ as having performed equal to or

fewer than 50 interventions
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questions were answered by everybody. In the following,

the percentages given are calculated based on the number

of respondents for the respective question. The median age

of the participants was 32 years, ranging from 26 to

62 years. Forty-three (69%) were female and 19 (31%)

male. Thirty-six (58%) were residents, 8 (13%) attending

physicians, 11 (18%) chief physicians and heads of

departments in gynaecology, and 7 (11%) practising phy-

sicians. Four of the residents had performed more than 50

hysteroscopies and were thus classified as experts, while

three of the attending and one practising physician were

classified as novices due to limited hysteroscopic experi-

ence. Of all participants, 52 (84%) were from German-, 8

(13%) from French-, and 2 (3%) from Italian-speaking

institutions. The median experience in the field of gynae-

cology was 3 years (range 0–20 years). Thirty-one novices

and 11 experts had not yet experienced any major com-

plication (i.e., heavy bleeding, perforation, fluid overload

syndrome). Four novices and 11 experts had mastered one

to five major complications, and four experts more than

five major complications. Twenty-four participants (39%)

had previously attended a training course or education

program in hysteroscopy, 25 (46%) in minimal invasive

surgery, and 19 (35%) in any other kind of surgery. Nine

(14.5%) of the participants had prior experience with sur-

gical simulators.

Fig. 5 Realism of the presented

simulation. The mean scores for

all parameters are shown with

95% confidence intervals

represented by the bars. Scores

are based on a seven-point

Likert scale. There was no

significant difference between

novice and expert opinion for

any aspect of the simulation

(P \ 0.05, Mann–Whitney

U-test, two-sided, exact)

Fig. 6 Training capacity of the

presented simulation. The mean

scores for all parameters are

shown with 95% confidence

intervals represented by the

bars. Scores are based on a

seven-point Likert scale.

* Significant difference between

novice and expert opinion

(P \ 0.05, Mann–Whitney

U-test, two-sided, exact)
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Face validity

Sixteen (27%) of the participants judged the overall

impression as ‘‘5 – somewhat realistic’’, 40 (66%) as ‘‘6 –

realistic’’, and 4 (7%) as ‘‘7 – absolutely realistic’’. None of

the participants ranked the simulation lower, while two

participants did not answer this question. The evaluation of

the different aspects of realism is displayed in Fig. 5. There

was no significant difference between expert and novice

opinion for all aspects of realism for the presented simu-

lation. ‘‘Navigation with hysteroscope’’ (mean 6.36; 95%

confidence interval [CI] 6.18–6.53) and ‘‘movement with

30� optics’’ (6.24; 6.07–6.42 CI) was scored highest,

emphasizing the benefit of using an adapted real resecto-

scope. The lowest score was for ‘‘haptic feedback (tactile

sensation)’’ which showed a high interrater variability

(4.36; 3.85–4.86 CI).

Training capacity

The overall training capacity was rated as ‘‘6 – useful’’ or

‘‘7 – absolutely useful’’ by 56 of 61 participants answering

this question. Novices scored the overall training capacity

significantly higher (6.48; 6.28–6.7 CI) than experts (6.08;

Table 1 Results statements for novice and expert opinion

Statement Answer Total

(N = 62) [%]

Novices

(n = 36) [%]

Experts

(n = 26) [%]

pa

HystSim allows procedural training of diagnostic and therapeutic

hysteroscopy

Agree 95.2 94.4 96.2 b

Disagree 0.0 0.0 0.0

No answer 4.8 5.6 3.8

HystSim offers a helpful preparation for hysteroscopic surgery Agree 93.5 94.4 92.3 b

Disagree 0.0 0.0 0.0

No answer 6.5 5.6 7.7

HystSim training should be offered to all novices for training before

performing surgery on real patients

Agree 85.5 80.6 92.3 0.252

Disagree 4.8 8.3 0.0

No answer 9.7 11.1 7.7

HystSim training should be recommended for any gynaecological

resident to improve his/ her skills individually

Agree 90.3 100.0 76.9 0.140

Disagree 3.2 0.0 7.7

No answer 6.5 0.0 15.4

HystSim training should be integrated into the current curriculum of

the specialization program of gynaecologists

Agree 58.1 61.1 53.8 1.000

Disagree 27.4 27.8 26.9

No answer 14.5 11.1 19.2

Force feedback is an important component of HystSim and should not

be omitted

Agree 64.5 72.2 53.8 0.350

Disagree 8.1 5.6 11.5

No answer 27.4 22.2 34.6

There is a need for further development in the HystSim software

(scenes, etc.)

Agree 85.5 86.1 84.6 1.000

Disagree 1.6 2.8 0.0

No answer 12.9 11.1 15.4

There is a need for further development in the HystSim hardware

(torso, force feedback, etc.)

Agree 50.0 55.6 42.3 0.255

Disagree 30.6 25.0 38.5

No answer 19.4 19.4 19.2

I would utilize HystSim for education and training purposes in my

hospital

Agree 91.9 94.4 88.5 b

Disagree 0.0 0.0 0.0

No answer 8.1 5.6 11.5

I would like to have HystSim in my institution Agree 72.6 88.9 50.0 0.011

Disagree 6.5 0.0 15.4

No answer 21.0 11.1 34.6

I would recommend HystSim to my friends Agree 93.5 97.2 88.5 b

Disagree 0.0 0.0 0.0

No answer 6.5 2.8 11.5

a Fisher’s exact test (two-sided) for agree versus disagree for responses from novices versus experts. b Fisher’s exact test is trivial since no

disagree statements were selected
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5.85–6.3 CI, P = 0.008). Figure 6 depicts the training

capacity for several aspects. Other significant differences

in expert versus novice opinion were on ‘‘training of

endoscopic tool manipulation’’ (P = 0.006) and ‘‘training

of therapeutic hysteroscopy’’ (P = 0.041), where novices

rated the training capacity higher than experts.

According to the respondents, HystSim allows proce-

dural training of diagnostic procedures (95.2% agree, 4.8%

no answer) and offers helpful preparation for hysteroscopic

surgery (93.5% agree, 6.5% no answer). None of the par-

ticipants disagreed with the two statements. The answers to

the statement section are evaluated in Table 1.

Discussion

In this study, face validity for a hysteroscopic surgery

simulator (HystSim) has been established with excellent

ratings for both realism and training capacity. The pre-

sented results clearly demonstrate that potential trainees

and trainers accept HystSim as a realistic tool for the

training of hysteroscopic interventions. There was only a

small difference between expert and novice opinion. A

comparison with other face validation studies is difficult

because of the lack of a standardized questionnaire. Nev-

ertheless, the ratings for realism and training capacity are at

least as convincing as presented in other studies for com-

mercially available simulator systems [10–12]. Of course,

further studies will be required to validate the assessment

metrics and to quantify the training effect prior to a pos-

sible integration into the gynaecological curriculum.

Haptic feedback is a controversial topic in surgical

simulation because of the unclear benefit for training

effectiveness and the significant costs involved. This is also

reflected in the relatively low acceptance rate found in this

study, where only 14 out of 26 experts agreed that force

feedback is an important component of HystSim. However,

the enabled force feedback was an early version, and it

remains open whether a more realistic rendering of forces

would have resulted in a different acceptance among

participants.

Even though the study was carefully designed, face

validity is a very subjective type of validation and might be

influenced by systemic and nonrandom sources of errors.

Opinions might be biased by the individual attention given

to the participant and favorable responses can result from

an enthusiastic presentation of the system. Also, the mere

novelty of the simulator and its status as research project

might have influenced respondents to see the presented

simulation in a more favorable light. Systematic errors

might also be introduced by the questionnaire. The inter-

pretation of questions can differ among subjects, especially

since the language of the questionnaire was English while

the participant’s mother tongue was German, French or

Italian. Also, Likert scales may be subject to distortions,

e.g., by the tendency to avoid using extreme response

categories or agreeing with statements as presented. We

tried to minimize the error sources by developing the

questionnaire with support from a social scientist, handling

the questionnaire anonymously and separately from the

informed consent form, and pointing out to all participants

that both positive and negative feedback will be equally

helpful for the future development of the simulator.

In a commentary on patient safety [23], Dr. Pearlman

stresses the importance of incorporating a culture of safety

at all levels of education. Virtual-reality simulation can

teach basic hysteroscopic skills in the early stage of

training and procedural skills during the third and fourth

year of residency. Also, it might help residents in obstetrics

and gynaecology to find out whether their strengths are in

minimal-invasive surgery. In another commentary by

Dr. Fenner [24], the importance of adapting the current

methods of teaching, learning, and maintaining surgical

competency is emphasized in order to meet emerging

challenges such as the increased public awareness of

medical errors and the mandated decrease in resident work

hours, aggravated by the rapid introduction of new surgical

technologies. The encouraging results of this study dem-

onstrate that the HystSim has the potential to be a useful

tool in the proposed shift towards technology supported

surgical education and objective skills assessment.
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